CMC Advisors

Testimonials
“Wayne advised us on our insurance claim after Hurricane Katrina. His one-hour fee was repaid
a hundred fold in the knowledge he shared with us about how to deal with the insurance
company. Also on one previous occasion after I had been dealing with an insurance company to
get paid for months, Wayne freed up the money with one call to his friend the president of said
insurance company in New York. What more can I say?”
Top qualities: Great Results, Expert, Good Value
John Autin
Owner, Rabadash Records and Music Consultant
“Wayne served as my expert witness in litigation against a broker for failure to procure an
appropriate policy. His report was well written and detailed and assisted me in negotiating a
favorable settlement at mediation.”
Top qualities: Expert, Good Value, On Time
Kevin J. O'Connor
Lum, Drasco & Positan LLC
“I have been doing business with Wayne for many years. His attention to detail and knowledge
has been extremely helpful.”
Top qualities: Great Results, Expert, Creative
Lewis Marc
Hallmarc Photographers & Video
“Wayne is great to work with, pays attention to detail, and gets great results.”
Top qualities: Great Results, Expert, High Integrity
Bryan Chapman
Studio Director at CBS 3
“Wayne consulted with the Condominium Association for the building I live in, in New Orleans.
His detail-oriented examination of the Insurance for the building resulted in a decrease in
premiums and an INCREASE in coverage. Since exterior Insurance is a big portion of a Condo
budget here in New Orleans, the decrease in premiums helped management keep the same
monthly fees and dues each unit owner pays at the 2010 level.”
Terence Roff
Managing Broker at Gardner, Realtors
“Wayne is very professional and is extremely knowledgeable in insurance contracts.”
Delinda Johnson
Insurance Wholesaler at Guardian Life Insurance Company

“Wayne served as an expert witness for several litigation clients of mine. His creativity and
intimate knowledge of insurance law helped me to back my adversaries up to the wall and,
ultimately, settle their claims for far less than they had hoped. Surely, a far less successful
outcome (on behalf of my clients) would have been achieved had Wayne not become involved. I
wholeheartedly recommend Wayne to any attorney looking for a knowledgeable and hardworking expert witness who really knows how to think outside of the box.”
Top qualities: Great Results, Expert, Creative
Adam Glassman
The Glassman Law Group
“I can say without reservation that Wayne has an expert understanding of insurance coverage. He
has a mastery of policy content and can articulate it clearly.”
Linda Klafter
“Wayne's diligence with respect to his business decisions is unparalleled. One can feel reassured
that his actions will be based on copious amounts of research leading to objective conclusions.
Wayne is able to separate professional from personal better than most, and I am privileged to be
able to make this recommendation.”
Victoria Amato
Entertainer at Pat O' Brien's
“Wayne is a detailed executive with superior knowledge and understanding of the insurance and
financial consulting business. His experience in these arenas is unsurpassed. He is extremely
aware of the bottom line and very sensitive to his client's needs while performing at a 110%
level.”
Doug Gober
Senior Loan Officer/Owner
Live Oak Bank
“I feel that any dealings that I have had with Mr. citron were positive. He has always been very
cordial, informative, and helpful. I would be more than happy to add my recommendation.”
Top qualities: Personable, Expert, High Integrity
William Kearney
Independent Security and Investigations Professional
“Wayne is dedicated and detail-oriented. I would recommend him without reservation to anyone
with insurance needs.”
Danielle Babashoff
Attorney at The Steeg Law Firm, LLC
“Wayne has been a pleasure to work with Wayne. His vast understanding of the workers
compensation industry has made an otherwise tedious task into a seamless and efficient venture.
I would recommend Wayne to any professional in the insurance and financial services industry.”
Ashley Hunter
HM Risk Group - International Insurance Broker

“Wayne is hard working, experienced and knowledgeable in the insurance field.”
Randy Opotowsky
Partner - The Steeg Law Firm LLC
“I have been dealing with Wayne Citron for over 10 years.
He has consulted on various projects. I find his out of the box thinking extremely helpful. His
creative approach has certainly helped my business in many different aspects.”
Top qualities: Great Results, Expert, Creative
Lewis Marc
Photographer at Hallmarc Photographers & Video
“I have worked with Wayne in the past and he is a businessman who can be trusted. Wayne is a
very easy person to deal with during our business transaction and I would do business with him
again.”
Ryan Miller
Sr. Estimator at C&P Construction Company
“Wayne is extremely knowledgeable on the subject matter of as an insurance consultant. He is
reliable and works well with any deadlines.”
Top qualities: Great Results, Expert, On Time
Jared Hay
Salmon Ricchezza Singer and Turchi, LLP
“Wayne has good instincts and can always spot an idea that has money making potential. He has
good math and business skills and follows through to make deals happen.”
Jan Reeks
Keller Williams Realty
“Wayne provided insurance consulting services in a lawsuit on my client's behalf. His testimony
was so beneficial that we were able to use that expert report to defeat plaintiff's claim for health
insurance premiums in excess of $250,000; and, have the claim dismissed.”
Top qualities: Great Results, Personable, Expert
Brent Maggio
“Wayne is a detail-oriented person who is very knowledgeable of various aspects of finance and
insurance
Lisa Gruber
Accounting at RCB Developers, Inc.
“Wayne has been an exceptional help in guiding me with my finances. I appreciate his honesty
and hard work in looking out for my best interest. I can always trust that he will provide sound
financial advice to me and my family.”
Top qualities: Great Results, Expert, Good Value
Matthew Green
Choir Teacher at Spring Branch ISD

“Wayne has helped me to obtain my financial goals. I found him to be extremely knowledgeable
and creative.”
Top qualities: Great Results, Expert, Creative
e cintron
Military Professional
“Wayne Citron is an "all I's dotted and all T's crossed" consultant. He is extremely educated in
the Insurance and Financial Aspect of many genres of corporate workings. Seeking his advice on
many endeavors, he has never given me anything except sound, solid experience and expertise in
our workings. Your financial accounts will thrive using Mr. Citron's years of experience and
education in any of your financial dealings. He is also a great friend and educator.”
Karen Martin
JB Goodwin Realtors-THE TURNER TEAM!
“Wayne is extremely thorough and will leave no stone unturned in his efforts to provide
comprehensive and detailed findings for this clients. He does extensive research before making
any recommendations leaving his client confident to move forward with his findings. I would
highly recommend his services to anyone.”
Sonny Henning
Owner at One Stop Shopping Insurance
“Wayne's expertise and knowledge is outstanding. I would hire him again and again, over
anyone.”
Top qualities: Great Results, Expert, Creative
Nancy Earls
Graphic Designer at Stone Hill Winery
“Wayne has repeatedly given very sound advice on financial and insurance matters.”
Top qualities: Great Results, Expert, High Integrity
Sue Garrett
Director of Administration at Louisiana Bar Foundation
“Wayne exemplifies the word "knowledgeable" when it comes to Insurance. He never gives up
until he gets it "his way”, and he can get very creative to make things happen.”
Top qualities: Great Results, Expert, Creative
Iris Lurie
Broker -Owner at C21 Mack Morris Iris Lurie Realtors
“No matter the challenge, Wayne has always demonstrated a great level of industry knowledge
and offered great solutions with a complete description of options and their consequences. I feel
as though when you hire Wayne, you not only get an expert but also a champion!”
Top qualities: Expert, On Time, Creative
Mardy Sitzer
Principal, Bumblebee Design & Marketing

“Wayne is a knowledgeable professional who cares about people.”
Sylvia Abrams
Professor Emeritus of Jewish Education at Siegal College of Judaic Studies
“Wayne is an amazing person with unbelievable credentials in the Insurance field. His level of
expertise is beyond recognition!”
Top qualities: Expert, High Integrity, Creative
Michele Minnuno
Accounting Professional
“I have referred Wayne to a number of clients over the past 5 years. He is well accepted in his
field. A pleasure to work with.
Joan McNeill
Regional Manager at The TASA Group, Inc.

